Solution of a set of multivariate linear prediction problems, a linear multivariate deconvolution problem with known matrix coeficients, and finally solution of a conventional instantaneous mixing ICA problem.
1 mixing matrices and the T source signal vectors from a D-dimensional convolutive mixture, L xt = x A , s t -, , t = 1, ..., T.
(1)
7=O
The K-dimensional source signal vectors are assumed temporally independent: p ( { s t } ) = nT=l p ( s t ) . We will assume L is so large that the correlations in the process x can be explained by the mixing matrices. In fact, as noted by 111, possible auto-correlatioiis of the source signals can not be identified without additional a priori information. In order to see this, note that in the frequency domain the convolution becomes a product of Fourier transforms xw = A,s,,
hence, any non-zero 'filter' h ( w ) can be multiplied on a given source if l / h ( w ) is applied to the corresponding column of A,. Another observation is that 0-7803-8178-5/03/$17.00 0 2003 IEEEfor stationary Gaussian white noise sources, the sufficient statistic (xtxL6) does not allow full recovery of the miximg matrices since which is invariant to common rotation A, + A,U of all mixing matrices.
Most earlier approaches to convolutive ICA are based on frequency domain estimation using (2). This leads to a set of conventional 'instantaneous' IC.4 problems, one for each frequency, and is hampered by a massive permutation problem which can be tamed by adding a prior source 'smoothness' information or other more elaborate schemes [Z, 3, 4, 5, 61. Another line of work is based on optimization of certain 'independency measures', information maximization or other heuristics, see e.g., [7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12, 13).
Statistically motivated maximum likelihood schemes have been proposed, typically leading to high-dimensional optimizations w.r.t. to all elements of all mixing matrices, see e.g. [14, 1, 151. The aim in this paper is to invoke a few simple approximations and use these and straightforward linear algebra to reduce the problem to a conventional ICA problem. We will avoid the frequency domain representation all together, hence, we will not further address the frequency component permutation problem.
TEMPORAL UN-MIXING
We will present a temporal un-mixing procedure in which the key new ingredient is the use of prediction matrices, hence, this step is first illustrated on the well-understood problem of instantaneous ICA of temporally correlated sonrces. Consider the instantaneous mixing system xt = Ast.
For simplicity we will consider square mixing so that D = K , i.e., A is a 
where the matrices CO and C , are diagonal because the sources are independent and constant in time by stationarity. From (6) we learn that the mixing matrix A is the matrix formed by the eigenvectors of the prediction matrix. .4s above we multiply (8) by s: and average w.r.t. the source distribution now assuming; as discussed above, that the sources are temporally unconelated:
Furthermore? assuming that all sources have non-vanishing variance me can divide hy the diagonal source covariance matrix CO to arrive at the result, A, = WT,oAo.
(10)
Hence, the existence of the linear predictor (7) implies that t.he delayed mixing matrices are generated from the 'zero lag' mixing matrix by the predict,ion mabrices. We estimate the prediction matrices W T :~ by least squares. For each value of T separately we obtain a coupled set of equations, For each value of T we will eventually need the set of L + l matrices W,,o, c.f., (IO) . Note that the coupling t,o the other prediction matrices (for a given r ) in (11) makes W,,O different from the mat,rix obtained by making a linear prediction in (7) with A4 = 0.
I
The generator property (10) is next used to simplify the convolutive mixing problem. First rewrite (1) The signals ut = Aost form an uncorrelated series as they are proportional to the source series st.
We hare already estimated the prediction matrices from measured data, Solving the problem (15) we obtain A. and %, using (10) we can then generate the matrices A, using the W,,o's, hence concluding our recipe for solving the convolutive mixing problem (1).
--

SIMULATION EXAMPLE
We illustrate the viability of the prediction based approach by a small simulation example.
A D = K = 2 convolutive mixture was created by first designing a set of 2 x 2 mixing matrices ( L = 30). These were next applied as in (1) Figure 1 , while the mixing matrices are shown for reference in Figure 7 .
In Figures 2-3 we first illustrate the excellent quality of the linear model in (7). It is important for the generator relation (10) that these time series are roughly uncorrelat.ed. In Figure 3 we have further quantified this relation as function of the prediction horizon (7). -4s expected, the predictions become more and more noisy as we increase T, i.e., the relative power in et increases, however, more important is it that the correlation bet.ween t,he source signal and the error remains limited, support.ing relation Next we invest.igate the quality of the prediction matrix estimates. The ratios A,Aoi were computed with the 'true' matrices used in the simulation.
MIXTURE SIGNALS
XI
In Figure 4 we compare these matrices with the matrices estimated from data, the match is good and the other four channels are of similar quality (data not shown).
The MIMO problem is solved using (13). The relative reconstruction error was small (((xt -2t)2)/((xt)2) < lo-')). Using our in-house implementation of the Bell and Sejnouvki algorithm', instantaneous ICA was applied to the resulting time series G t . The estimated sources are compared nith the 'true' sources in Figure 5 and the consistency is remarkable.
Using the reconstructed Ao we estimated the remaining matrices A, us-
. Figure 1 . We show the relative prediction error (the mean square error normalized by the signal variance) as function of the prediction horizon ( r ) , and the correlation coefficients between E I ,~+ , and s2.t. While the predictions become increasingly random, the correlation coefficients stay in the range -0.05 -0.05, ensuring that the error in (10) is bounded.
ing (10). The matrix elements Al,z,T are compared in Figure 6 with the corresponding element of matrices found by generation using the true Ao.
Apart from the absolute amplitude, these elements are in good agreement, indicating that the approach has quite successfully solved the convolutive mixing problem. Figure 1 . We plot the true, sources of the simulation experiment vs. the reconstructed sources. The sign and the ordering of the reconst.ructed sources have been modified for clarity. The reconstructed sources are well aligned with the true sources, this is highly non-trivial for convolutive mixtures.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a lineas prediction approach to the convolutive ICA problem. Within a linear prediction assumption and linear algebra, the problem is reduced to the following three steps: Solving a set of multivariate linear prediction problems, solving a linear multivariate deconvolution problem with known matrix coefficients, and finally solving a conventional instantaneous mixing ICA problem. A small simulation example showed t.hat the (bottom row) are compared with true matrices (upper rons) and the matrices obtained hy multiplying the prediction matrices W,,o on the true Ao-matrix (middle row).
approach is able to accurately estimate the mixing matrices and the source signals. We are currently trying to identify proper conditions for the linear prediction assumption and also to invoke more robust schemes for solving the MIMO problem. [4] K. Rahbar and J. Reilly 
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